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Marquis Who’s Who is proud to present the 2013 edition of *Who’s Who in the World*. This 30th edition features nearly 60,000 profiles of prominent individuals from around the world, representing virtually every major field of endeavor. Within this publication, you will find Nobel Prize winners, innovators/inventors, authors, athletes, academic professionals, judges, fashion professionals, and entertainers. You will also find royalty, captains of industry, political and religious leaders and many others whose noteworthy and profound contributions are showcased in this volume.

A microcosm of the world as it exists today, *Who’s Who in the World* presents the biographies of important and noteworthy individuals from over 200 nations, territories, and principalities who have made significant and profound contributions to their fields, to society, and to the world. This indispensable research tool includes professional and personal data unavailable in any other source, offering researchers a unique insight into the lives of the world’s most notable personalities. There is simply no other source like it.

Our 2013 edition includes notable listees such as:

- **Christine Lagarde** Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund
- **Usain Bolt** Jamaican sprinter; several Olympic gold medals
- **Adele** Grammy winning singer
- **Tim Cook** CEO of Apple Inc.
- **Mikhail Gorbachev** Former Premier of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
- **Donatella Versace** Chief designer for The Versace Group

Also featured are prominent first-time listees including:

- **Zara Anne Elizabeth Phillips** British equestrian; daughter of Anne, Princess Royal; silver medalist, London 2012 Olympics
- **Mohammed Morsi** New President of Egypt
- **Fatou Bensouda** Chief prosecutor of the International Criminal Court in The Hague
- **Wang Shu** 2012 winner of the Pritzker Architecture Prize
- **Daniel Ek** Co-founder of Spotify
- **Yoko Morishita** Ballerina; awarded the Praemium Imperiale from the Japan Art Association, 2012

As in all Marquis Who’s Who biographical volumes, the individuals profiled in *Who’s Who in the World* are selected on the basis of current reference value. Factors such as position, noteworthy accomplishments, visibility, and prominence in a field are all taken into account. An individual’s desire to be listed is not sufficient reason for inclusion. Similarly, wealth and social position are not relevant criteria. Final decisions concerning inclusion or exclusion are made following extensive discussion, evaluation, and deliberation.

Included in the 30th edition of *Who’s Who in the World* is the Professional Index. Within the index, each biographee is listed alphabetically by occupation. This reference tool makes it easier than ever for interested readers to find biographees in any given profession.

Biographical information is gathered in a variety of manners. In most cases, we invite our biographees to submit their biographical details. In many cases, though, the information is collected independently by our research and editorial staffs, which use a wide assortment of tools to gather the most complete, accurate, and up-to-date information available. Sketches researched by Marquis Who’s Who are followed by an asterisk (*).

While the Marquis Who’s Who editors exercise the utmost care in preparing each biographical sketch for publication, it is inevitable in a publication involving so many profiles that occasional errors will appear. Users of this publication are urged to notify the publisher of any issues so that adjustments can be made, which will not only be reflected in all subsequent editions of the book but which can now be immediately displayed via Marquis Biographies Online.

All of the profiles featured in *Who’s Who in the World* are available on www.marquiswhoswho.com through a subscription. At the present time, subscribers to *Marquis Biographies Online* have access to all of the names included in all of the Marquis Who’s Who publications, as well as many new biographies that will appear in upcoming publications.

We sincerely hope that this volume will be an indispensable reference tool for you. We are always looking for ways to better serve you and welcome your ideas for improvements. In addition, we continue to welcome your Marquis Who’s Who nominations.
Key to Information
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[1] Name
[2] Occupation
[4] Parents
[6] Children
[7] Education
[8] Professional certifications
[9] Career
[10] Career-related
[12] Civic and political activities
[14] Awards and fellowships
[15] Professional and association memberships, clubs and lodges
[16] Political affiliation
[17] Religion
[18] Achievements
[19] Avocations
[20] Home address
[21] Office address
[*] Researched by Marquis Who's Who
Alphabetical Practices

Names are arranged alphabetically according to the surnames, and under identical surnames according to the first given name. If both surname and first given name are identical, names are arranged alphabetically according to the second given name.

Surnames beginning with De, Des, Du, however capitalized or spaced, are recorded with the prefix preceding the surname and arranged alphabetically under the letter D.

Surnames beginning with Mac and Mc are arranged alphabetically under M.

Surnames beginning with Saint or St. appear after names that begin Sains, and are arranged according to the second part of the name, e.g., St. Clair before Saint Dennis.

Surnames beginning with Van, Von, or von are arranged alphabetically under the letter V.

Compound surnames are arranged according to the first member of the compound.

Many hyphenated Arabic names begin Al-, El-, or al-. These names are alphabetized according to each biographee’s designation of last name. Thus Al-Bahar, Neta may be listed either under Al- or under Bahar, depending on the preference of the listee.

Also, Arabic names have a variety of possible spellings when transposed to English. Spelling of these names is always based on the practice of the biographee. Some biographers use a Western form of word order, while others prefer the Arabic word sequence.

Similarly, Asian names may have no comma between family and given names, but some biographees have chosen to add the comma. In each case, punctuation follows the preference of the biographee.

Parentheses used in connection with a name indicate which part of the full name is usually omitted in common usage. Hence, Chambers, E(lizabeth) Anne indicates that the first name, Elizabeth, is generally recorded as an initial. In such a case, the parentheses are ignored in alphabetizing and the name would be arranged as Chambers, Elizabeth Anne.

However, if the entire first name appears in parentheses, for example, Chambers, (Elizabeth) Anne, the first name is not commonly used, and the alphabetizing is therefore arranged as though the name were Chambers, Anne.

If the entire middle name is in parentheses, it is still used in alphabetical sorting. Hence, Belamy, Katherine (Lucille) would sort as Belamy, Katherine Lucille. The same occurs if the entire last name is in parentheses, e.g., (Brandenberg), Howard Keith would sort as Brandenberg, Howard Keith.

For visual clarification:

Smith, H(enry) George: Sorts as Smith, Henry George
Smith, (Henry) George: Sorts as Smith, George
Smith, Henry (George): Sorts as Smith, Henry George
(Smith), Henry George: Sorts as Smith, Henry George